
A LOOK AT GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEMS CULTURE AND ART AS THE

MAJOR LEGACIES OF THE GREEKS

Greek legacies are their governmental systems, culture and arts, and A major legacy left by classical Greece was a
government based on direct democracy.

Pythagoras Greek philosophers and military commanders definitely left their mark on the world, but there
were also famous mathematicians whose ideas are still used today. Much of western philosophy is based on
the ideas of the Ancient Greeks. Government Many modern-day governments are modeled after the Roman
Republic. Main articles: Catholic Church and Eastern Orthodox Church While classical Roman and
Hellenistic religion were ultimately superseded by Christianity, many key theological ideas and questions that
are characteristic of Western religions originated with pre-Christian theology. Like Alexander, Pericles was
military minded and led many successful military campaigns. If you have ever tried to find the area of a right
triangle, you have likely used the Pythagorean theorem, for example. His name was Pericles. He even created
a religious order in which the members focused on philosophy and math. Rome was the home of the Catholic
Church which would hold great influence over Europe for the next thousand years. He created the foundation
for zoology, the study of animals and their behavior. His Incoherence of the Philosophers is among the most
influential books in Islamic history. Pericles was born over years before Alexander the Great, but he had a
similar background. Here are some notable Greek figuresâ€”from philosophers to mathematicians and
scientistsâ€”and how they have shaped the world we know today. Pericles did much to help the culture of
Athens flourish. Many college fraternities and sororities use Greek letters in their names. During the Summer
Olympics in London over 10, athletes participated from over nations. At a young age, Alexander learned to
fight and ride and tamed the wild horse Bucephalus at age  Science and philosophy[ edit ] Main articles:
Roman philosophy and Ancient Greek philosophy Ptolemy's refined geocentric theory of epicycles was
backed up by rigorous mathematics and detailed astronomical observations. Artwork by H. His name was
Pericles. Hippocrates is best known for the Hippocratic oath, a list of ethical guidelines that new doctors
promise to follow. The codex, the book format today in universal use, was invented by the Romans and spread
by Roman Christians.


